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From, 
          Chairperson Emeritus 

Greetings from Cancer Aid & Research Foundation! 
 
Late Prof. A. A Kazi had a dream to make a world free of cancer and he strived really hard to make it work with 
CARF. After his sad demise, we were deeply saddened but the noble work never stopped.  I am proud to say 
that CARF has attained greater heights and the memory of Late Prof. A. A Kazi will remain forever through CARF. 
 
The world is changing and CARF has improvised with various new ideas and implementations for the betterment 
of cancer patients. This journey of CARF is possible with the support and motivation of all the donors and well – 
wishers.  
 
The dream that started in the year 2001 has reached great heights and hope to play an impactful role in the 
lives of many more cancer. I wish CARF lots of success in the Humanitarian Endeavour. 
  
 
 
 
 
 

Mrs. Rashida Kazi 
Chairperson Emeritus  
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From,  
          Chairman 

Dear Friends, 
 
I am really proud to say that CARF has made tremendous performance for the year 2018-19. The main people 
who are behind this huge success are our donors and well-wishers who have supported us throughout the 
year and will support us in future as well. 
CARF activities played a critical part in developing society, improving communities, and promoting citizen 
participation. Various people and especially youngsters have been motivated by the works of CARF in the 
previous year 
  
During the span of past 19 years, CARF has helped more than 11500 cancer patients to an extent of Rs.18.50 
Crores. This is only possible because of the co- operation of all the generous donors, well – wishers and the 
staff of the foundation who are working tirelessly for the needy people. 
  
One of the best feelings in the world is giving. The positive energy is contagious. With just one act of kindness, 
you can inspire others to go out and plant seeds of happiness through giving, too. Your greatest gift is the 
ability to share your blessings; it's what makes life meaningful.  Following this ideology of making life 
meaningful we request everyone’s support so that we can bring a smile on the face of all the people who 
approach CARF.  Together let’s make a difference. 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Mr Shamshi Mulla 
Chairman 
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From, 
          Chief Executive Officer 

Dear Friends, 
 
It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to Cancer Aid & Research Foundation. Here you will find a 
comprehensive, in-depth review of our foundation, reflecting the pride of past 18 years and also a take in our 
ongoing growth and current success. It also conveys our sense of mission and vision—to become the preferred 
leaders in helping cancer patients. 
 
Today, change is everywhere. Today, CARF is transforming itself to take advantage of the latest wave of change. 
We are reshaping our foundation to ensure they are equipped to take advantage of emerging trends in growing 
society. With all the new innovations and development we are still focusing on helping as many cancer patients 
and providing them with an approach that they feel at home. 
 
A growing world needs more support of generous people who are very important in the development of the 
foundation. On behalf of CARF, we are thankful to all the donors and well wishers for supporting the foundation. 
Let us make a cancer free world and be United Against Cancer 
  
 
 
 
  

Mrs. Savita Nathani 
CEO 
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Inspiring the Society 

Mission 
 
CARF’s mission is to provide financial services to the poor & needy cancer patients of our society.  When our patients 
approach us for help, our team do whatever it takes to make them feel comfortable as we would do it for a member of 
our own family. Our core values are:  
To serve Humanity without discrimination of caste, colour or creed. 
Towards moving forward with our sincere dedication and hard work for the welfare of the poor cancer patients.  
Impart psychological & counselling assistance for patients in dealing with Cancer during treatment & post treatment.  
Render our services to all the poor & needy cancer patients whoever come to us with a lot of hope by wiping their tears in 
a little way that we can help. 
To leave no stone unturned in educating the “Youth of Today” about the ill effects of consuming tobacco in all forms  by 
screening documentary films based on cancer in Hindi & English language in schools & colleges, lectures by eminent 
doctors on how early detection of cancer can save one’s life.  

 
Vision 
 
Our vision is a world in which people affected by cancer are able to access the aid and assistance they need with 
confidence, dignity and safety. 
To spread awareness about cancer & how they can survive if they adapt themselves to healthy habits & restrain from 
consumption of Tobacco. This in turn will create a cancer free community wherein our cancer survivors will live in a 
fearless world.  
In order to do this, we are focusing on three strategic priorities: 
Strengthening our network through patient development and education, and ensuring the financial sustainability through 
Newspaper appeals, Charity Sales.......... 
Expanding our reach by both creating & growing existing programs – including Payroll giving  
Mobilising support to increase the understanding of what causes cancer and benefits if proper care is taken in time, 
thereby allowing us to support cancer affected patients & families in our community. 
We want you to volunteer in being a part of our foundation for this noble cause. CARF invites all the enthusiastic people 
of all ages who have all the courage & energy to serve their community selfishly. Our Nation has provided us with 
everything what we always wished & wanted, now it’s your time to help in making this place a Cancer free world. Come 
forward and join hands with CARF in their “UNITED FIGHT AGAINST CANCER” 
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Inspiring the Society 

Blood Donation Camp 
 
World Blood Donor Day is celebrated on 14Th June every year, CARF in collaboration with J.J. Group of Hospitals & Team actively participated in 
organising a Blood Donation Camp at CST Railway Station from 10 am onwards on 28th June, 2018 which continued till 5 pm. It was an 
overwhelming experience altogether as more than 100 blood donors participated in the activity. CARFIANS and volunteers urged people to 
donate blood and made people aware about the goodness involved in donating blood. 
Every Blood donor was completely satisfied and content for the good work they had done and it was evident on their smiling faces. CARF had 
great privilege & honour to make Blood Donation camp an event of celebration.  

 

Counselling 
What is Counselling?  
Counselling is defined as, "a professional relationship that empowers diverse individuals, families, and groups 
to accomplish mental health, wellness, education, and career goals.” 
  
How CARF helps? 
Living with cancer is a huge challenge for everyone with a feeling of distress, that’s when counselling plays a 
vital role especially when the duration of distress is long. People may experience lot of stress about having to 
deal with side effects of treatment, like fatigue, pain or sickness. Taking into consideration all these 
possibilities, CARF conducts counselling session for patients and their relatives so that they can be motivated 
and do not face any mental illness. Already cancer patients are suffering with lots of trouble because of their 
illness so these counselling sessions help them to be motivated and move ahead in life with a positive attitude. 

 

Blood donation camp at CST 
railway station 

Blood donation by general public Registration during blood donation 
camp 

Counseling of patients by Doctor 
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Base Activities 

 

CARF Drive 
Our mission as a non profit organisation is to provide holistic support to patients who are victims of 
Cancer with a primary responsibility of spreading Cancer Awareness. “CARF DRIVE” is undertaken 
twice a month to fulfil the social responsibility of making people aware about the causes of cancer 
and its preventive measures at various locations throughout Mumbai city. We have volunteers from 
various colleges (NSS Students from Jai Hind College – Churchgate, KC College- Churchgate) joining 
us in this Cancer Awareness Drive.  Stickers and guide books about cancer awareness and 
importance of quitting tobacco is promoted in these CARF drives. 

 

Screening 
 
The primary mission of CARF involves in spreading awareness 
about cancer, how it’s caused, and its ill effects on society 
among today’s generation. Every message conveyed is best 
conveyed when it’s seen with our own eyes. Film screening is 
the best way to make people aware about the ill effects of 
tobacco and smoking. CARF organises such film screening at 
various B.M.C schools and also private schools and colleges in 
and around Mumbai. CARF has also filmed its own Cancer 
Education Documentary film to educate the youngsters of 
present generation.  

 

CARFIANS as part of the CARF Drive Volunteers from Colleges placing 
sticker on vehicles 

Volunteers involved in CARF Drive Awareness during CARF Drive 

Volunteers during the CARF Drive 

Screening of CARF film at School Awareness Campaign at schools 
during Screening 
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Base Activities 

Doctor Talk 
  
Every year CARF arranges lecture series of eminent doctors for the patients and 
their relatives who undergo painful experience of cancer and its management. 
The main reason of conducting such sessions is to motivate the cancer patients 
and also their families for the future. These sessions also explain about cancer 
prevention, early detection and treatment, guidance and management. These 
proficient doctors always add value to CARF. CARF is thankful for such brilliant 
doctors for their contributions. 

 

Talk by Dr. Dilip Nikam 

Talk by Dr. Sampada Desai 

Talk by Dr. Suhas Agre 

Talk by Dr. Pritam Kataria 

Talk by Dr. Nikhilesh Borkar 

Talk by Dr. Abhilasha Mishra 

Talk by Dr. Nitin Kochar 

Talk by Dr. Marita Monteiro 
Singh 
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Yearwise Disbursement 

Year No. of Patients No. of Hospitals 

 

Financial & Medical  Help  (Rs.) 

  

2001-2002 5 1 17,500.00 

2002-2003 29 7 1,29,916.00 

2003-2004 83 23 11,34,526.00 

2004-2005 342 42 42,55,293.00 

2005-2006 546 74 81,12,800.00 

2006-2007 665 92 1,41,16,794.00 

2007-2008 1077 109 2,56,94,756.00 

2008-2009 800 105 1,57,91,123.00 

2009-2010 698 103 1,46,30,699.00 

2010-2011 738 118 1,50,20,156.00 

2011-2012 709 106 1,33,41,961.50 

2012-2013 816 129 1,44,02,002.00 

2013-2014 847 116 1,20,53,104.00 

2014-2015 826 115 1,09,42,560.00 

2015-2016 1057 128 1,00,23,615.00 

2016-2017 1072 126 100,38,783.00  

2017-2018 1165 108 95,80,730.00 

2018-2019 726 78 70,66,799.00 

  Total 12,201 1,580 18,63,53,117.50 

  

Total Help Given To Cancer PatientsFrom 1st April 2001 To 31st March  2019 
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Motivating the Society 

Rehabilitation 
CARF is truly devoted to the welfare & reviving of all the poor cancer patients who come to us with great hope of life. After going through the 
difficult treatment of cancer including chemotherapy some patients often face difficulty in facing society and also loose the hope in surviving in the 
society. With this in mind CARF set its goal and started Rehabilitation Department at its Byculla office in the 2012. This Rehabilitation Department 
helps to nurture the hidden talent of all survivors and their family and helps to bring them back into the society without any fear. 
This year a Training Workshop was organised for all the cancer survivors & their family members wherein training was imparted to all on how to 
make wax candles, crepe paper flowers & coasters. It sets an opportunity for them to bring out their inner most hidden talents and at the same 
time to earn an independent decent income.  
Charity Sale is one useful resource for us to raise funds. CARF support this mission by actively being involved in visiting various Colleges, Malls & 
Exhibitions & put up Charity Sale counters  & displaying Paper Bags, Diwali Diyas, Season Greeting Cards, CARF Mugs, Small Diaries, Candles etc 
(Made by our Cancer survivors)  for sale. All the proceeds received from this Charity sale is fully utilised & used towards the welfare & medical 
treatment to our patients. 

 

 
I Care I Share 
I Care I Share is a scheme that enables employees to give to a charity straight from their gross salary (before tax is 
deducted). It is a flexible scheme for tax payer as well as non tax payer to give regularly for a good cause. I Care I share 
(also known as ‘Payroll Giving’) is a valuable and an act of regular donation directly from employee’s pay.  
 As per the famous phrase ‘Charity begins at home’. All the staff of CARF voluntarily decided to contribute a part of 
their monthly salary for ‘I care I share’. This act of charity is a true motivation and inspiration for all. Every donation 
counts large or small, it all adds up and can really make a big difference to the poor and needy cancer patients for 
their treatment. 

 
  

 

Cancer Patients and relatives 
involved in Rehabilitation 

activity 

Paper Flowers made by 
patients during Rehabilitation 

Rehabilitation in progress 
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Moments that made a difference 

World Anti – Tobacco Day 
  
World No Tobacco Day is celebrated around the world every year on May 31. It is celebrated to draw global attention to the tobacco epidemic 
and the preventable death and disease it causes. It is also to highlight the risk associated with the tobacco and encourage the government to 
adopt policies to reduce smoking and other tobacco uses by the people around the globe. On this occasion CARF organized a free ‘ Medical Health 
and Blood test camp” at CARF head office in Vikhroli. Many people attended the camp and made it a big success. Mr. Shamshi Mulla, Chairman 
and Mrs. Savita Nathani, CEO of CARF inaugurated the camp and motivated everyone for the success of the camp. The camp was further graced 
with a special presence of Mrs. Archana Patil, API and Ms. Tabassum Magdum, PSI from Chembur Police station. Their appreciation motivated us 
for doing good deed for the society and for all the cancer patients. 

 

Foundation Day 
  
In the loving memory of our Late Prof. A. A Kazi, CARF celebrates its 
foundation day on 20th June every year. Various programs are conducted 
to mark this occasion.  The world’s biggest problem is the unequal 
distribution of capitalism. If there were capitalism everywhere, you 
wouldn’t have food shortages. Through our small contribution to the 
society, CARF arranged a food grain distribution camp on the occasion of 
CARF’s “Foundation Day” at  Noori Musafir khana, Parel for all the cancer 
patients on 19th June, 2018 wherein we distributed food grains to all the 
needy patients. More than 150 poor people were present during the 
event and it was a moment of joy for the people present. 

 

Patients check during the camp People waiting during the camp Guests with Chairman & CEO Blood test during the camp 

Food grain distribution as 
part of Foundation day 

Cancer patient with food 
grains during foundation day 
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Moments that made a difference 

Rose Day 
 
Rose day is celebrated every year on 22nd September to mark a remembrance for all the people who are battling cancer. On the occasion of World 
Rose Day CARF organised a visit to the zoo for children affected by cancer. Cancer kids were taken to Veermata Jijabai Udyan popularly known as 
‘Byculla Rani Baug’.  
Before the visit all kids were assembled at CARF office in byculla and served with lunch. Children were given few guidelines to be followed during 
the visit. The children had a wonderful time visiting the zoo and enjoying every minute of their visit. They had a learning experience knowing about 
the different animals like Elephant, Hippopotamus, Deer etc. They were really excited to see the penguins in the zoo. Overall, it was a day filled 
with learning, fun and enjoyment. 

 

Breast Cancer Awareness 
  
The Breast Cancer Awareness Month, marked in countries across the world every October, helps 
to increase attention and support for the awareness, early detection and treatment as well as 
palliative care of this disease. Breast cancer awareness day is celebrated on 31st October every 
year. CARF organises various awareness activities every year for making ladies aware about the 
myths and facts about breast cancer. This year CARF organized awareness by conducting a social 
media campaign and various posters and pamphlets. 

 

Cancer patients with 
CARFIANS at Rani Baug 

Children enjoying during the 
visit 

Children understanding 
various types of animals 

Cancer patients after the 
successful Rani Baug visit 
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Moments that made a difference 

Food Distribution Day  

Food is not merely a material pleasure. Eating well gives a spectacular joy to life and contributes immensely to goodwill and happy companionship. 
It is of great importance to the morale. Every Human has the right to good food. World Food Day is celebrated every year around the globe on 16 
October in recognition of the date of the establishing of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations in 1945. 
This day is celebrated widely by many other organisations to mark the importance of food and the human right to enjoy food daily in their life. 
With such a motive Cancer Aid & Research Foundation organised a food distribution for the poor and needy cancer patients staying at Sant Gadge 
Maharaj Dharamshala in Dadar. More than 350 Cancer patients were present and they were really happy with the food served and the noble 
gesture showed by CARF. 

 

Children’s Day 
  
Children’s Day is celebrated in India every year with great 
enthusiasm on 14th of November. It is celebrated with the kids with 
great passion and excitement. On this occasion, CARF organised a 
drawing competition for kids suffering from cancer at CARF office In 
Byculla. The main purpose is to motivate these kids suffering from 
cancer and make them happy by appreciating their art work. The 
program commenced at 12 pm with light entertainment program 
followed by lunch to all the children. Mrs. Marita Monteiro Singh, 
Mrs. India finalist graced the occasion and supported these kids. 
CARF is really happy to see the smile on the faces of these young kids 
affected by cancer. 

 

Food distribution as part of 
World food day 

Sumptuous meal provided 
during food distribution 

Sweets served during the 
food distribution 

CARFIANS with Sant Ghadge 
Magharaj Dharamshala 

incharge 

Mrs. Marita Monteiro, Mrs. 
India Finalist with drawing 

competition winner. 

Cancer patients participating 
in the competition 
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Moments that made a difference 

World Cancer Day 
  
World Cancer Day is an international day marked on February 4 to raise awareness of cancer and to encourage its prevention, detection, and 
treatment. A free Medical Health Check-up camp was organised by CARF on 9th February 2019 at Shree Sarvajanik Utsav Mandal, Vikhroli East, on 
the occasion of World Cancer Day. The objective of the camp was to provide information regarding diet, exercise and weight control. Free 
awareness was provided about cancer care. Medical health check - up was conducted by renowned doctors who guided patients and helped them 
understand their health issues. Free Blood test was also conducted to understand if they are facing any major problems and accordingly diagnosis 
was done. During the camp people were advised to follow up with their local doctors or Public Health Centre or with one of our doctors.  

 

Medical Camp during World 
Cancer day 

Doctor checking patients during 
the camp 

CARFIANS with doctor during the 
camp 

Patients at the registration 
counter 

Blood test conducted during the 
camp 

Doctor felicitated during the camp 
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Ideas for Life 

Lymphoma & Leukemia Awareness month 
  
Lymphoma & leukaemia awareness month is conducted during the entire month of September.  Various 
activities are conducted throughout the month to raise awareness about the dreaded disease. For the entire 
month various posters and scriptures are posted online which gives a clear indication about the carious 
awareness steps needed to be taken during cancer. CARF publicised the principle of Cancer is tougher but we 
are tougher as the main motto in this years campaign.  

 
Stoptober 
  
CARF as a NGO is determined to eradicate the ill use of tobacco and tobacco products. Keeping this principle in 
mind, CARF has started the stoptober campaign for the entire month of October. During the entire month CARF 
urges people to quit smoking and support this campaign. Various awareness posters and sliders are posted 
through CARF social media channels for awareness. It is said that if a person quits smoking for 28 days he is 
likely to quit smoking permanently. A small initiative to create the awareness to quit smoking. 

 
Movember 
  
Grow a Mo, Save a Bro. CARF has started the campaign for 30 days wherein all men grow the moustache for 30 
days and raise awareness for men’s health. CARF is determined to closely follow the men’s health issue and do 
the necessary steps to create awareness. All  CARFIANS participated in the activity by growing moustache for 
30days and grooming it well. Mr. Kamran Siddiqui was selected as the Man of Movember via voting.  
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Social Activities 

Woman’s day 
International Women's Day is celebrated on 8 March every year around the world. It 
is a focal point in the movement for women's rights and it is a day that celebrates 
womanhood. Various entertainment activities were conducted for all the women of 
CARF by all their male colleagues. On behalf of the CARF team “The women of the 
year was Mrs. Tabassum Khan, General Manager (Events Management)”. 

 
 
  

 

Yoga Day 
Yoga is an invaluable gift of India's ancient tradition. It embodies unity of mind and 
body; thought and action; restraint and fulfilment; harmony between man and 
nature; a holistic approach to health and well-being. It is not about exercise but to 
discover the sense of oneness with yourself. International Yoga day is celebrated 
every year on 21st June. This year CARF organised Yoga camp at its Vikhroli office 
wherein all staff participated in yoga session. The session was led by Mrs. Savita 
Nathani, CEO of CARF. 

 
  

 

Independence Day 
CARF always take part actively in celebrating all national days . During the 
Independence day, CARFIANS wore dress in colour of our tri colour. Few patriotic 
songs were also sung during the day. The overall environment was bright and cheerful 
as we remembered all our freedom fighters who played an important role in getting 
our independence. 

 
 
  

 

Christmas & New Year Celebration 
Christmas and New Year celebrations  are conducted every year with variety of 
entertainment programmes. Last year, cancer patients were invited at CARF office in 
Byculla  to celebrate Christmas & New Year. The event started with games session by 
one of the volunteers of CARF. Later, Santa Claus distributed gift and chocolates to the 
kids and even enjoyed by dancing on few songs. Students from St. Xaviers college who 
were part of a band performed various songs and entertained the crowd. The session 
was overall filled with enthusiasm and enjoyment. 
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Patient Experience 

When a 4 year old gets cancer, the entire family is sorrowed by the illness. We couldn’t 
understand anything when doctors said he is suffering from Acute Lymphoblastic 
Leukaemia. We as parents were running around to raise funds for my Son’s treatment, all 
our doors were closed. CARF, Angel from God came to our life and supported us to survive 
through this trouble. CARF motivated us so that our Son’s treatment is complete and when 
we were completely down mentally, they lifted us and guaranteed that our Son will be 
alright. We owe our life to CARF as now my son is completely alright.  
 
   Arun Limage, Father of Raj Arun Limage 

 

As my daughter was born, she was like an angel for the entire family. We named her Angel 
because of the aura she had on others. All our happiness came to standstill when she was 
diagnosed with Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia and the treatment cost was too high. This 
shattered us to the core and we couldn’t see our daughter’s teary eyes. We couldn’t raise 
enough funds for her treatment. This is when we approached CARF and received 
tremendous help financially. There was a moment in our life when we were emotionally 
disturbed and CARF supported us with counselling. Now my daughter has recovered well 
and we are really thankful to CARF. 
 
      Tulsiram Bishokarma, Father of Angel 

 

Master Arun 

Baby Angel 
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Patient Experience 

Kalpesh Prajapati 
 
I was studying in school when I was diagnosed with Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia. 
During the time, I could see my parents crying and struggling to manage the funds for my 
treatment. One day they took me to a place called as CARF, the people at CARF took real 
care of me and my parents. I was told that CARF helped in my treatment. I am pursuing my 
pharmacy course and this improvement in life is because of CARF. CARF is real hero. 

 

Shantaram Gavare 
 
In the year 2013- 14, I was detected with cancer of Bladder. I was facing real difficulty in 
surviving through this dreaded disease. I was frequently getting dizzy and doctors had 
suggested placing an Urostomy bag as an only option for my survival. This process was 
very expensive and we did not know how to raise such a huge amount. CARF came to my 
life and changed it all over. They provided me with the Urostomy bag and ensured that I 
survive through this illness and lead a normal life. I am alive because of CARF. 
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Patient Experience 

Acute Myeloid Leukaemia, this word itself was beyond our understanding when doctors 
told that our daughter is suffering from blood cancer. We had no clue what to be done. 
We somehow managed to get the treatment started but the treatment cost was beyond 
our imagination. We came to CARF office asking for help for our daughter’s treatment and 
we have received all the help possible. Even now, my daughter is invited for various 
activities so that she is motivated in her life. CARF cares for you and my daughter is the 
living example of that care. Thank you CARF. 
                       
                      Tanaya Barvekar, Father of Bhagwan Barvekar 

 

At a very young age my son had to face a lot of distress. We were completely shocked to 
know that my son was suffering from blood cancer. Cancer this word itself created a lot of 
panic. When doctors suggested chemotherapy and other treatments and the cost involved 
for the same, it brought tears into our eyes. We had lost hope and were on the verge of 
collapsing when CARF came to our life. CARF supported us and changed our life 
completely. Thank you CARF, because of you my son is completely fine now. 
    
                     Mr. Nanaware, Father of Rudra 

 

Master Rudra 

Baby Tanaya 
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Patient Experience 

Kamlendra Singh 
 
Life was going very smoothly and everyone in the family was happy when 3 years ago the 
biggest shock of our life happened. I had fainted at work and with further investigations it 
was diagnosed as Adenocarcinoma of Lung. The illness was very rare and my condition was 
deteriorating daily. Doctors suggested immediate Chemo & Radiation for keeping me alive. 
The cost of this treatment was really high and it was difficult for me to arrange the money 
at this situation. We got to know about CARF and the moment I set my foot into CARF 
office I was helped in all aspects. I am able to get the treatment happening only because of 
CARF. 

 

Kshitija Margaje 
 
I was a young school going kid when I was diagnosed with Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia. 
My parents were completely shattered to see me go through this dreaded disease. The 
stress and pain had worsened when the treatment cost was beyond their wild imagination. 
Seeing my parent’s plight, the doctors suggested us to visit CARF office and request for 
help. My parents requested CARF and they readily agreed to help. My treatment is still 
going on but I’ll be completely fine from my illness. Thank you CARF for being my Angel. 
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How CARF inspires Youngsters 

Rohit Raj 
  
For a young student, it was a memorable experience for me to spend good time with CARF. I 
got to learn about various ways of awareness of Cancer. All the activities were fun and it gave 
us motivation to support more for the needy cancer patients. 

Austin Varughese 
  
When I visited CARF office for the first time, I saw many young kids running around and 
playing. I was told to dress up as Santa Claus and entertain the kids. I was hesitant in the 
beginning but later I had no words to express the good time I had. I am thankful to CARF for 
giving me many such opportunities to learn and do well for r the people in need. 

Neil D’souza 
  
I am honoured to have been associated with CARF as a volunteer for many activities 
throughout the year. For us students it is mandatory to complete few hours as part of social 
working to complete our education. Initially, it was just a forceful time at the foundation. But 
the works done by CARF really inspired me and it made me understand the plight of the 
downtrodden people. I am really happy I could be part of such a great foundation. Thank You. 
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Will Giving 

Late Prof. G. L . Abhyankar 
  
 “At the end it’s not about what you have or even what you’ve accomplished. It’s about 
who you’ve lifted up, who you’ve made better. It’s about what you’ve given back.” To 
accomplish the noble deed of giving back to the society the will giving programme 
inspires many people to share a small amount from the life savings for the social cause of 
helping cancer patients. Such a noble deed was done by Late Prof. G. L. Abhyankar who 
contributed Rs. 2,30,303 in his will for the welfare of cancer patients. This noble deed on 
remembering CARF and the needy cancer patients motivates us to do more for the 
cancer patients.  CARF has reached such huge milestones only because of the prayer and 
support of such inspiring people. We will always remember late Prof. G. L. Abhyankar and 
be motivated in our good works. 

Late Roshan Dinshaw 
  
Various inspiring stories around us is a stepping stone and motivation for us working for 
the betterment of Cancer Patients. We understand the intensity of trouble the cancer 
patients have to go through to lead a normal life  but what we can do to make it better 
is never defined.  Late Roshan Dinshaw has defined this understanding by making a will 
in name of CARF for the welfare of cancer patients.  This is the perfect motivation for all 
people to support the cancer patients who need everyone’s support to lead a normal 
safe life . Our role as responsible citizen of our country is to ensure a life saving situation 
for the people in need. “If you have much, give of your wealth; if you have little, give of 
your heart.”  Let us all follow these words and lead by example. 
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Media Coverage 25 
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Awards 

Salute Award to Savita Nathani, CEO of CARF Shamshi Mulla, Chairman of CARF receiving award from BJP,OBC morcha 

Salute Award to Shamshi  Mulla, Chairman of 
CARF 

Appreciation to CARF by Sir J J group of hospital 

Savita Nathani, CEO of CARF receiving 
award from Kalsekar hospital 
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